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Abstract 
Increasingly, university continues to seek collaboration opportunities with external parties, industry or business and 
Small Medium Enterprise (SME) community, to understand and implement research and knowledge were taught in 
college and how it can solve real problems in economic and social environment. The collaboration makes both 
parties stronger and university can play a greater role outside campus traditional activities. Partnership between 
Adbis Telkom University (Tel-U) and CDC Telkom is to help PKBL Telkom addressed problems, identified and 
proposed solutions. PKBL Telkom has a function to deliver Telkom’s CSR funds to finance thousands of their 
assisted-SMEs in Indonesia. Adbis Tel-U will propose a partnership affiliation framework that assist PKBL Telkom 
can do feasibility analysis and application assessment more accurate, effective and efficient. The study will used 
information from executives of CDC Telkom’s interviews that oversee all activities at PKBL Telkom units. The 
analysis will present a usage of crowdsourcing method and Understanding by Design (UbD) curriculum framework. 
The results of this research can be beneficial for university (Adbis Tel-U) and PKBL Telkom in helping them 
enhance their loan approval processes for new candidates’applications and loan payment collections from their 
existing SMEs tenants. 
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1. Introduction 
University always tries to focus and succeed for today and in the future by recognising quality values they should 
have within their organisation, such as entrepreneurism and practicality. They need to bring the institution to further 
knowledge with understanding of market and industry needs. Faculty or researcher in university to find out todayಬs 
challenges and bring it back to school and create well informed and educated graduates. Collaboration between 
university and industry or business is an important route to achieve economic growth. Collaboration gives benefit 
for industry, including SME community because they can gain access to available research in university, and even 
get graduates that the skills matched their business now and in the future. Meanwhile, university can get potential 
funding for research from industry and opportunity to commercialise research results. 
University conducts research and result new knowledge that can be applied and adopted by companies to 
improve and enhance products or services performance. Nowadays, work collaboration between universities and 
industry is increasingly in contract-based research agreement mode, such as providing consultation services and 
internship program for students and faculty. University needs to bring their research results and knowledge into a 
practice, so universities continue to look for opportunities to connect their research-based knowledge with market or 
industry needs. The Expert Review Panel on Research and Development identified four key inputs that help 
companies to be more innovative: ideas and knowledge; talented, educated, entrepreneurial people; networks, 
collaboration and linkages; and, capital and financing, where universities are central actors in this integrated 
innovation ecosystem (Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, 2011). 
Adbis Tel-U has a closed working relationship with PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia, Tbk., known as a Telkom 
brand, is a state-owned national company of Indonesian government for telecommunication industry. Telkom has an 
obligation to do their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program to support community development in their 
operational areas. Telkom has a Community Development Center (CDC) Department that in charge for Telkomಬs 
CSR programs. Within CDC Telkom, there is a unit called PKBL Telkom. PKBL Telkom has two functions, as a 
partnership program in SMEs funding and to build public infrastructures for poor community, such as electricity, 
public bath and toilet area, build bridges and mosque, and etc. This paper is focus to discuss about a partnership 
program in SMEs funding within PKBL Telkom unit. 
CDC Telkomಬs partnership program provides funding for potential SMEs owner that passed their business 
feasibility study and fulfilled all standard of loan/credit requirements to become PKBL Telkomಬs tenants. The 
requirements such as SME owner must have and do an active business for minimum one year operational and have 
to submit the financial statement/report last year, administrative evidences and agree on field visit survey by PKBL 
Telkomಬs staff. The SME owner also has to provide collateral, such as fixed asset-owned certificates, a land and/or 
building certificates, in order to get funds. Since 2001 until 31 Dec 2012, CDC Telkom had funded 89.771 tenants 
or SMEs all over Indonesia with total funding is 1.885 billions rupiahs. In 2012, CDC Telkom had delivered funds 
for partnership program for total 343.87 billions rupiah to 9.346 tenants with gain or return amount for 308.23 
billions rupiahs.  
PKBL Telkom is not a core business of Telkom but only a corporate social responsibility (CSR) program. A 
different business subject makes them lack of SMEsಬ market needs understanding, limitation in human resource 
numbers and related-skills. A variety of SMEs business types, sizes and markets can give a broad range for business 
performance measurements. PKBL Telkom has to be careful on qualifying and quantifying of loan amount were 
requested by SMEs owners (next we call it applicant for business owner and application for business proposal for 
loan). Funds as a loan or borrowing money were distributed for SMEಬs business sectors such as industrial products, 
service, commerce, farming, fishing, planting and another service types for individual candidate and group of people 
with a same product/service in the same area. 
The return rate of loan for SMEs is average 90% - 95% for last 3 years (2010 - 2012) and now a descending trend 
of return rate make CDC Telkom needs to think about their work performance related with tenantಬs approval process 
decision. A bad debt ratio is increasing up to 10% in 2012 or equal to 36 billions rupiahs. CDC Telkom have done 
some improvement in procedures and loan requirement standards, and provided some skill enhancement trainings 
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for their staffs. They put priority on staffಬs ability to be more accurate on application assessment and a good sense of 
recognise applicantಬs characters that ask for loans. Staff should have and possess a market survey skill-set to do 
assessment more accurate, effective and efficient. This is initial reason from CDC Telkom for having a partnership 
affiliation program with Adbis Tel-U on providing market survey training for their staffs all over PKBL Telkom 
offices in Indonesia. 
The purpose of this study is to define and propose a collaboration framework between Adbis Tel-U and CDC 
Telkom (industry-side) that help to addresses CDC Telkomಬs problems related with application approval decision 
process and a market survey training. It is an opportunity for faculty or researcher at Adbis Tel-U to implement their 
research-result, knowledge and experiences. This case study is using a research method that based on interviews and 
discussions with senior executives at CDC Telkom who oversee these partnerships. 
2. Literature 
Business-university collaboration is increasingly seen as critical to economic performance. The evolution of 
traditional corporate R&D laboratories and the rise of open innovation and user-driven innovation processes 
(Chesbrough, 2003; Lambert, 2003; von Hippel, 2001) are seen as important drivers of this trend, especially from a 
business perspective. From a university perspective, the importance of knowledge creation in a practitioner context, 
in comparison to traditional academic knowledge creation processes (Gibbons et al., 1994), is becoming more 
widely acknowledged. This is a critical challenge for effective business-university collaboration. A study of 
academicsಬ and managersಬ conceptions of what constitutes organizational effectiveness found considering 
differences in underlying value systems (Walton and Dawson, 2001). Some argue that academics and practitioners 
hold irreconcilably different views about what constitutes academic quality and relevance (Shrivastava and Mitroff, 
1984). 
This paper proposed a collaboration framework by using the 5C assessment as an applicant checking indicators, 
Understanding by Design (UbD) (Wiggin & McTighe, 2011) curriculum for designing market survey training 
materials and crowdsourcing method to execute new applications assessment process. 
 A 5C Assessments 
They use a 5C to assess recipients and the five Cs of credit are Character, Capacity, Capital, Collateral, and 
Conditions. A method used by lenders to determine the credit worthiness of potential borrowers. The system weighs 
five characteristics of the borrower, attempting to gauge the chance of default. This method of evaluating a borrower 
incorporates both qualitative and quantitative measures. The first factor is character, which refers to a borrower's 
reputation. Capacity measures a borrower's ability to repay a loan by comparing income against recurring debts. The 
lender will consider any capital the borrower puts toward a potential investment, because a large contribution by the 
borrower will lessen the chance of default. Collateral, such as property or large assets, helps to secure the loan. 
Finally, the conditions of the loan, such as the interest rate and amount of principal, will influence the lender's desire 
to finance the borrower (http://www.investopedia.com).  
 Understanding by Design (UbD) Curriculum 
Understanding by Design (UbD) were published by Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development 
(ASCD) to design a curriculum (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011). UbD is based on two main ideas: understanding and 
design. Understanding, is the student ability on meaning-making of a concept. According to Wiggins & McTighe 
(2011), understanding itself has 6 facets that can be used as indicator of understanding: explain, interpret, apply, 
shift perspective, empathies, and self-assess. Design, is how we plan the curriculum that focused on final outcome. 
A good curriculum has to divide a long term goal (the final outcome, usually more complex) into a simpler and short 
term one (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011; Peranginangin, Y., Alamsyah, A., Ramantoko, G., 2014). UbD defines 3 
stages in building a curriculum: Desired Results, Evidence and Learning Plan. Desired results is the outcome we 
want the students to be after accomplishing the course. It is the long term goal of the course. Evidence is how we 
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measure the successful of knowledge transfer and meaning-making by the students toward the desired results. 
Learning plan is  list of experiences, activities or lessons needed to achieve every target designed (Wiggins & 
McTighe, 2011). UbD has a goal that every successful meaning-making by the student is caused by designed 
learning process stated in curriculum, not by accident or random luck. UbD consider a lecturer more like a coach 
than a teacher. As a coach, a lecturer’s main task is to ensure the successful of meaning making process by the 
students. Thus lecturer  will only provide the general principal of a subject and require students to have initiative to 
do the exercises, implement concept they had in course to real world project, etc. As the result of authentic 
performance learning, students will come with different experience or solution according to the problem they had. It 
also means they act as agents to bring knowledge outside into the class (Peranginangin, Y., Alamsyah, A., 
Ramantoko, G., 2014). 
 Crowdsourcing Method 
Crowdsourcing were using a crowd of people to getting work done. The method outsource works to a crowd of 
workers/people by distributing ideas and problem solving. Crowdsourcing method is the process of getting work or 
funding, usually online, from a crowd of people. The word is a combination of the words 'crowd' and 'outsourcing'. 
The idea is to take work and outsource it to a crowd of workers. Crowdsourcing is is distributed problem solving or 
the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from a large group of people, 
and especially from an online community, rather than from traditional employees or suppliers 
(http://www.crowdsource.com). 
3. Problems Identification 
We identified business problems and challenges the PKBL Telkom faced, which are data collecting and assessing 
process and also needs for survey skill-set (soft and hard skills) training for CD staffs, including to upgrade staffಬs 
knowledge on existing and new materials. The desirable outcome of this partnership can help them to work more 
accurate, effective and efficient in assessing decision process. 
3.1 Data Collecting and Assessing Process 
One problem was identified at CDC Telkom is about data collecting, assessing and feasibility analysis. CDC 
Telkom at Bandung is a headquarter (HQ) of all Telkom’s Community Development (CD) Area activities and 
offices. PKBL Telkom units were located in every CD Area offices to serve SMEs community in their operational 
area. It is 7 CD Areas to cover all Indonesia archipelagos. CDC Telkom is a final team for application approval, 
based on CD Area reports will reject or approve candidate’s applications. If application passed assessment processes 
then CDC Telkom will funding and transfer the money loan.  
PKBL Telkom’s staffs have a work responsibility to assess and check the business feasibility of new business 
applications that came from individual or group. Staff is also doing loan payment collection of their existing tenants 
in their area. All passed new business applications/documents that came from 7 CD Area offices (see fig.1) will 
deliver to CDC Telkom HQ every month. The average amount of 800-900 applications were received at CDC 
Telkom together with its evidences in hardcopy and soft copy worksheet version sent by email. Every document 
contain many of information, such as copy of ID card, assets collateral’s certificates, register form, and valuation 
analysis for maximum loan amount that candidate can get. The whole process must be done in 3 months since 
candidate filled register and application forms at CD Area office until loan fund submission did by CDC Telkom 
HQ. It is an average absorption of 60%-70% from total available funding in that year. A 3 months application 
process is their KPI (Key Performance Indicator) to achieve and report back to Telkom’s Board of Director every 
end of financial year. 
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Fig. 1. PKBL Telkom Unit Located in every CD Area Office 
Every CD area for its PKBL Telkom unit consists of 1 or 3 staffs to assess candidates’ applications and collect 
loan payment from existing tenants in their area. In some CD areas, they add 1 or 2 outsourcing contract-based 
employees to help them do it, mostly to do an administration work and field visit survey. Approximately, for CD 
area with dense population can accept 200-400 new loan applications per month, depends on SMEs numbers in that 
area. Sumatera and Java islands contribute a SME quantity around 50% of total tenants until 2012. For now at CDC 
Telkom as final checked were used a simple application software to sort, choose and approve tenants from all lists 
came from 7 CD Area offices. They used a simple random sampling method to do a valuation process and decision 
for candidates’ required loan amount. This application is not work powerful enough to support their decision process 
and plan to modified or enhance its performances. Some rejection at CDC Telkom level were caused by applicant 
did not have or submit their asset certificates as collateral. 
The data validation that PKBL Telkom used to assess new applications were shown in fig. 1. They use a 5C 
method to assess candidates. A 5C method used by lenders to determine the credit worthiness of potential 
borrowers. The system weighs five characteristics of the borrower, attempting to gauge the chance of default. The 
five Cs of credit are Character, Capacity, Capital, Collateral, and Conditions (www.investopedia.com). Senior 
Manager of CDC Telkom said that a Character is a priority to check and a candidate must passed this test before CD 
staff finally handed a application register form to fill by that candidate. They found some evidences of fake identity 
information and business that contribute for bad debt sources.  
A staff also check and collect loan payment from existing tenants in their area. Tenants can pay in cash directly to 
CD Area office or use a bank transferred at Bank ATM. Sometimes, if tenant did not pay loan on due time, staff 
have to visit and ask for continuity of credit payment. The problem is there are only a small number of staffs to do 
those jobs, from new applications assessment and loan collecting activity of existing tenant’s payment. A workload 
make staffs do not put a good examination on assessing new applications and then it became a source of bad debt in 
that year, multiply for the next years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. PKBL Telkom Loan Mechanism 
3.2 A need for Survey and Material Training of Credit Analyst Skill-Set  
Senior Manager of CDC Telkom mentioned that they need a training about assessment and quantified business 
applications survey. The desired outcome is going to increase staff skill-set of soft skills and hard skills. Hopefully 
they can achieve the process time and quality target. Then, we identify it as needs for credit analyst skill set. The 
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survey activity here means the capability to collect correct information by interviewing candidates and performing a 
cross-checked data on field visit survey by comparing filled-in information on register form were written by 
candidate has to be accurate and verifiable with its reality. Several check-points when survey visit such as notice a 
real business activity at site, business transaction happen with customers, the possibility of growth opportunity, 
availability of asset certificates as collateral, and candidate’s character showed honesty, spirit and persistence on 
doing their business. Activities to check candidate’s characters were understand as soft-skills and others as hard 
skills required by a credit analyst of PKBL Telkom’s staff. 
CDC Telkom is lack of experts or qualified trainers to support their staffs at CD areas, but they had some 
collaboration with external parties to held staff’s training, such as with bank that had a service to finance SME, 
private consulting companies and with faculty of some universities training. They made those training activities at 
CDC Telkom Training Center in Bandung and also on site of every CD area offices with face-to-face training 
session (the trainer has to travel around Indonesia). Another issue is the absence of standard training materials and 
lack of progress monitoring after training implementation. Other problem followed is the staffs at CD Area can be 
moved anytime from PKBL team to other Telkom’s division/department within uncertain time/period. That is why 
they become more rely on outsourced contract-based workers that also can be replaceable or quit at anytime. There 
is no written procedure and training materials left to read and learnt, so new staffs is hardly doing a job in good, 
effective and efficient way. CDC Telkom’s staffs at HQ or known as a management team level sometimes will come 
to check sites incidentally to know and get a real assessment work situation but the result is there’s a small 
increasing performance or just a temporary good changing performance.  
The CDC Telkom’s Senior Manager said that they need of business survey as a credit analyst skill-set in staff 
training to accommodate a better method and faster on loan approval process. Interviewed with Sr. Manager of CDC 
Telkom mentioned the cause of bad debt sources were coming from both side, the CD Area’s staffs fail to qualify 
the candidate’s competency and feasibility study of applications. Then at CDC Telkom, they can not do a total 
accurate final checked on documents because of small numbers of staffs and some of candidate gives a fake profile 
and information. CDC Telkom did modified forms and procedures every year for improvement based on their 
experiences, problems and success story but still not enough to decrease bad debt ratio. Difficulties that come is 
insufficient staffs causing low accuracy in analysis result. A bad debt become bigger number issue, followed by a 
lower fund absorption caused by a low trust trend from staffs for submitted candidate business proposals. So, 
problems occur and exist are lack of staff numbers, highly depend on non-permanent employees, lack of 
competency and skill-sets to perform assessment approval processes. 
4. Proposed a Framework Solutions 
There are 2 proposed solutions to deal with 2 CDC problems, which are first, problem of data collecting and 
assessing process can be solved with hybrid training solution and second, a need for market survey skill-set (soft and 
hard skills) training for CD staffs, including to upgrade staff’s knowledge on existing and new materials will work 
well with partnership affiliation for data collecting and feasibility analysis 
4.1 Hybrid Training Solution 
Problem number 1 is data collecting and assessing process can be solved with a hybrid training solution system, 
which is a combination between online and vis-a-vis training method. The idea of combination were coming from 
innovation on teaching an entrepreneurship course at Adbis Tel-U based on our recent research about hybrid 
learning (Peranginangin, Y., Alamsyah, A., Ramantoko, G., 2014). The new method is just going to implement a for 
undergraduate student in mid of 2014. We are going to do the same thing with PKBL Telkom training needs. This 
hybrid training solution will combine an online learning materials put in website and in class with vis-a-vis meeting 
to confirm students understanding and assessment. Designing curriculum use an Understanding by Design (UbD) 
framework (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011). The hybrid training solution (see fig. 3) put training materials on online 
system with many types training and lecturing videos together with face-to-face coaching at CDC training center 
and CD Areas offices conduct by experts or faculty from Adbis Tel-U. Both of activities will do and create it 
aligned and parallel. 
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Fig. 3. Framework of Hybrid Solution Training in Timeframe 
As seen on fig. 3, the first phase of training is going to need to know about content requirements, as well as 
staff’s knowledge and capabilities and compulsory skill-set in detail in order to provide desired output of staff’s 
skills. We can obtain it from interviews with some executives and field staffs that involved in collecting and 
assessing data in CD Area and CDC Telkom HQ. After agree and complete the compulsory skill-set from, we can 
continue to design and arrange a Curriculum and Content Building. A training curriculum will use an Understanding 
by Design (UbD) framework that started from desired output (Table 1), which is the content requirements, and 
follow with acceptable evidences (Table 2), finally describe it in detail on Learning Plan (need further discussion for 
details). The delivery method of training material can use in class meeting will conduct by experts/faculty of Adbis 
Tel-U aligned with online delivery method uses an archive system (see fig. 4). Archive system will contain video 
presentations, online readings and assessments to help existing and/or new staffs’with their assignment and skill 
enhancement. The output of curriculum and content building phase is a training curriculum and content for PKBL 
Telkom’s staffs.  
Fig. 4. Training Content Delivery Model 
Next phase is a Trainer Preparation. It is about preparing training materials and trainers who is going to coach 
PKBL Telkom’s staffs at HQ Training Center and on site CD area offices. It will be a discussion between both side 
about schedule arrangement and meeting place. Trainers will use experts from Adbis Tel-U faculty that has related 
knowledge and experience in business and consultation and correlated with training subject. Final phase is 
implementation to perform a credit analyst needs for survey training based on previous phases. 
Information system preparation phase is about archive system or online delivery method on website. That website 
will fill with training or lecturing materials in video format and lecturing notes by Adbis Tel-U faculty were related 
with staff’s needs as a credit analyst. Those staffs can download lecturing or training videos or notes anytime tin 
order to increasing their knowledge and competency. Adbis Tel-U with approval from CDC Telkom can add any 
necessary information and other online training at that website, and also to monitor progress of staffs knowledge and 
skills with online assessments. 
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4.2 Partnership Affiliating for Data Collecting and Feasibility Analysis 
The second problem specify about how to do feasibility analysis and quantify economic values of potential 
candidates to be transformed as a PKBL Telkom’s tenants. Accuracy check and less powerful of software 
application contribute a failure to identify a good borrower in loan payment. The method were used now is doing 
site visit by staffs for data cross-checked about business owner background and business analysis, and then asset do 
valuation analysis for loan amount candidate can get. Valuation analysis were conducted at CD area and also at 
CDC Telkom HQ by manual and software apps. 
The solution was proposed is using a crowdsourcing method by bring crowd of people who understand and 
competence to do business feasibility analysis. Affiliation mode is needed in all CD area offices around Indonesia 
because it is expensive on expense to travel trainer many times in one year all over CD area offices. The idea is to 
bring a collaboration with faculty from other business schools in 7 CD area offices with CDC Telkom and Adbis 
Tel-U as a host committee in this affiliation partnership framework. Adbis Tel-U can work as a coach and facilitator 
for all affiliations by teaching and telling them about procedure and indicators-check. Affiliation has a function to 
screen all new submitted business application, do feasibility study, and validate candidate evidences and information 
before they passed for next test, which is a field visit survey. The step by step of affiliation partnership framework 
were showed at fig. 5. 
We also will use and insert a crowdsourcing in business research method course using hybrid course at Adbis 
Tel-U for mid of 2014, and it is still on progress based on research (Peranginangin, Y., Alamsyah, A., Ramantoko, 
G., 2014). In business research method course, we are going to use students at semester 3rd that took the course to 
exercise by checking their senior students’thesis whether they using a correct research method in papers. So, the 
lecturer and examiners can give more times and focus on subject and/or object explanation and analysis on thesis 
rather than checked detail in theses’research method. Crowdsourcing method believes can increase effectiveness and 
quality of analyzing result.  
Fig. 5. Timeframe of Partnership between University (Adbis Tel-U), University Partners and CDC Telkom to Assess SMEs Proposals 
First phase is Defining Indicators for valuation and risk assessment that set by CDC Telkom for their tenants. 
CDC Telkom already have check-indicators and some of them is bankable standardize indicators. The existing 
software is going to modify or develop by added another indicators by analyzing all experiences and result from 
previous phases. A new (modified) app will accommodate a new standard with better priority sorting and faster 
decision processes.  
The second phase is Affiliating with Local Partners. Local partners mean a collaboration with local campuses at  
same location with CD Area offices, especially affiliation with business schools as local campus thaw has a function 
to do feasibility analysis from all applications at that area. 
The third phase is Training Partner, is to coach affiliation and provide instructions how to do data collecting and 
assessing process and result. Adbis Tel-U has to tell all partners about the standard of data collecting that used and 
were approved by CDC Telkom. Every business school’s partners can use their students to exercise their knowledge 
and added business experiences to assess many types of business proposals. If possible, payment per candidate-
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based that passed requirement can be applied to encourage students and affiliation partners for longer collaboration 
period.  
Final phase is implementation about data collecting conducted by affiliation. If assessing and validating 
documents were done by partners which is doing by business school’s students, so job left for staff is to supervise 
affiliation’s data collecting processes in their area. Staffs can also have more times focusing on passed applications, 
continue to do a field visit survey. Another job to supervise existing tenants on payment collection can be done in 
better way. Framework of data collection and feasibility analysis can be seen on fig 6 and its Topology system were 
provided to show how data were connected between related parties or affiliations can see at fig. 7. 
Fig. 6. Framework of collection and analysis model 
Adbis Tel-U will become a centre of ecosystem for data collection traffic between CDC Telkom and all its CD 
area offices that served all their SMEs and business schools’partners around Indonesia. This partnership can be a 
strategic partnership that designed for run longer. The partnerships affiliation is hoping will had a significant impact 
on teaching and learning students in class and sources of knowledge creation and funding streams for Adbis Tel-U. 
In bigger goal is to handle social problems and support economic growth in Indonesia.   
Fig. 7. Topology of affiliation framework system 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendation 
Problems arise on CDC Telkom through their PKBL Telkom units in all CD area offices in Indonesia are data 
collecting and analysis processes and also a lack of staff’s credit analyst skill-set and training materials availability. 
Solutions were proposed by providing a framework of hybrid training solution system and framework of partnership 
or affiliation data collecting and analysis. Solutions will use an ICT as an enabler in hybrid system and data 
processing traffic. Partnership between university, private sector or company and community (SMEs) will be 
beneficial for all parties, such as an medium for knowledge implementation for faculty and running business 
processes more efficient and effective for private company and community. 
This research is a collaboration proposal that need to be implemented. The success and/or failure in these 
frameworks can be measured during its implementation on checking/monitoring forms. 
 
Table 1. UbD Curriculum for Training - stage 1 Desired Result 
 
Table 2. UbD Curriculum for Training - stage 2 Evidence 
 
UbD Stage 2 - Evidence 
ode Evaluative Criteria  
 
 Integrity on business 
feasibility study. 
 Accuracy of proposals 
assessment. 
 Standardized checking 
and measuring. 
PERFORMANCE TASKS: 
Trainee will show that they really understand by evidence of: 
 Task: Conduct analysis to find or validate candidate data. 
 Task: Prepare the field visit survey based on register form data. 
 Task: Integrate all information and evidence into comprehensive report for CDC Telkom. 
OTHER EVIDENCE: 
Trainee will show they have achieved Stage 1 goals by: 
1. Check collateral and ID relevance. 
 
UbD Stage 1 - Desired Result 
Established Goal Transfer 
Able to assess and qualify 
business proposals 
 
Able to use marketing 
analysis and financial 
analysis tools. 
Trainee will be able to independently use their learning to: 
T1: Assess and qualify candidates proposals and character. 
T2: Provide decision based on standard indicators. 
Meaning 
UNDERSTANDINGS 
Trainee will understand that: 
 
U1: Checked and qualified each business proposal 
and SMEs’s owner character. 
U2: Credit Analyst skill-set is crucial in approving 
business proposal. 
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
Trainee will keep considering: 
 
Q1: How to assess a comprehensive and complete business 
proposals?                   
Q2: How to choose business proposals that can get funding 
from CDC Telkom? 
Acquisition 
Trainee will know: 
 
K1: Standard format for assessing Business 
Proposals. 
Trainee will be skilled at: 
 
S1: doing external and internal environment analysis to be 
checking in business proposal.                                                
S2: giving decision based on standardise indicators               
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